SCooP: an accurate and fast predictor of protein stability curves as a function of temperature.
The molecular bases of protein stability remain far from elucidated even though substantial progress has been made through both computational and experimental investigations. One of the most challenging goals is the development of accurate prediction tools of the temperature dependence of the standard folding free energy ΔG(T). Such predictors have an enormous series of potential applications, which range from drug design in the biopharmaceutical sector to the optimization of enzyme activity for biofuel production. There is thus an important demand for novel, reliable and fast predictors. We present the SCooP algorithm, which is a significant step towards accurate temperature-dependent stability prediction. This automated tool uses the protein structure and the host organism as sole entries and predicts the full T-dependent stability curve of monomeric proteins assumed to follow a two-state folding transition. Equivalently, it predicts all the thermodynamic quantities associated to the folding transition, namely the melting temperature Tm, the standard folding enthalpy ΔHm measured at Tm, and the standard folding heat capacity ΔCp. The cross-validated performances are good, with correlation coefficients between predicted and experimental values equal to [0.80, 0.83, 0.72] for ΔHm, ΔCp and Tm, respectively, which increase up to [0.88, 0.90, 0.78] upon the removal of 10% outliers. Moreover, the stability curve prediction of a target protein is very fast: it takes less than a minute. SCooP can thus potentially be applied on a structurome scale. This opens new perspectives of large-scale analyses of protein stability, which is of considerable interest for protein engineering. The SCooP webserver is freely available at http://babylone.ulb.ac.be/SCooP. fapucci@ulb.ac.be, jkwasigr@ulb.ac.be or mrooman@ulb.ac.be. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.